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BACKGROUND
Appointed In October, 2005 by Vice Mayor Mike Scanlon 

PURPOSE
The purpose of this task force is to further define the existing vision for a "linear park"
on Vine Street.  This has been done by explaining the general concept for this space,
defining the key benefits and rationale, studying benchmark examples from cities across
the country, as well as outlining design and funding possibilities for the space. This task
force has also identified potential obstacles, and outlined key findings, recommenda-
tions and next steps.

WORK AREAS
In order to further define the vision for a "linear park" on Vine Street, we:

· Explain the general concept for the space

· Define the key benefits and rationale

· Study benchmark examples from cities across the country

· Outline design and funding possibilities for the space

· Identify potential obstacles and solutions

· Outline key findings, recommendations and next steps

KEY FINDINGS
· The creation of downtown greenspace is a critical economic development tool

- Greenspace is an essential element if a downtown is to be perceived as a
'thriving downtown'

- 'Thriving downtowns' are one of the most important factors young profes-
sionals consider when choosing whether or not to relocate to a new city

- Every $1 of public investment leads to $15 of private investment (Brookings
Institute)

· Many other comparable cities have successfully turned downtown land and streets
into greenspace, even completely eliminating major thoroughfares to do so

· Funding possibilities exist for both conceptual design and construction of this
greenspace

· Multiple general design options exist for the Vine Street space

· Vine Street "linear park" could be connected to the Town Branch Trail planned for
west of downtown, or other greenspace as planned in LFUCG's Greenways Master
Plan

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
LFUCG Task Force: Vine Street Linear Park
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KEY RECOMMENDATIONS & NEXT STEPS
· LFUCG and the business community should actively work together to further

develop this concept

· LFUCG should implement a formal conceptual design process

- Conduct national search for outside consultant

- Include neighborhood associations, downtown merchants and property own-
ers in planning process

- Conceptual design to begin by end of 2006, and to be completed by June,
2007

· LFUCG and the business community should work together to secure funding from
one or more of the sources identified in this report

· Implement a detailed Vine Street traffic study 

-  To be completed by March, 2007

-  Build upon traffic study completed for DDA's downtown master plan

· Project should be built in phases

-  Phase I (Triangle Park to Limestone) should be completed by opening of
2010 World Equestrian Games

-  Do not allow construction to take place during the World Equestrian Games

-  Phase II (Limestone to Thoroughbred Park) to begin after completion of
World Equestrian Games

· LFUCG should procure the "on-call" services of professional grant writers to sup-
plement current staff efforts in applying for available public and private grant
funding.  This would increase the opportunities for application and should improve
the success rate. 

· The linear Vine Street Park should be implemented with a combination of public
funding and significant private funding

· Keep this task force intact through completion of project

student design proposal
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1 INTRODUCTION
Background, Purpose, Process, and Participants

In October 2005, Vice Mayor Mike Scanlon appointed a LFUCG Vine Street Linear Park
Task Force.  The purpose of this task force is to further define the existing vision for a
"linear park" on Vine Street. The identified steps in this process are:

· Explain the general concept

· Define the key benefits and rationale

· Study benchmark examples from cities across the country

· Explore design possibilities

· Outline possible funding

· Identify potential obstacles 

· Outline key findings, recommendations and next steps. 

The make up of this task force includes representatives from the LFUCG City Council,
LFUCG administration, our regional planning organization (Bluegrass Tomorrow), our
downtown planning organization (Lexington Downtown Development Authority),
Congressman Ben Chandler's office, a local transportation consultant, a former
Lexington Mayor, an urban planner, and private citizens.

2 THE CONCEPT

"If you plan cities for cars and traffic, you get cars and
traffic.  If you plan for people and places, you get people and
places.  We as a society have the ability to make better choices
than we have in the past… starting with the ability to design our
downtown streets as comfortable places for people. The street
itself can fulfill the critical 'town square' function that is missing in
most communities today."

- Project for Public Spaces, June 2005

"The most important economic development strategy
any American city can take in the 21st century is the creation of a
thriving, vibrant, 24-hour downtown." 

- Richard Florida

A thriving downtown

As Richard Florida points out in his "Rise of the Creative Class," thriving downtowns are
one of the most important factors that knowledge based young professionals consider

FINAL REPORT
LFUCG Task Force: Vine Street Linear Park
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when choosing whether to relocate to a new city.  Once these professionals move to a
city, knowledge based companies soon follow.  This is critical to the success of cities in
the 21st century, as the 'manufacturing based approach' to economic development is no
longer viable.  In just the past three years alone, 1 out of every 6 manufacturing jobs
(16%) has been lost to locations outside the United States. 

Thriving 24 hour downtowns contain a significant amount of owner occupied housing,
have abundant restaurants and nightlife, are pedestrian friendly ..  and they also con-
tain ample, usable greenspace.

Vine Street, in its current state, falls short in every
one of these categories!

This proposal calls for the creation of a linear park along
the length of Vine Street, connecting Triangle Park to
Thoroughbred Park. The new park would contain water
features throughout, be historically correct, consistent
with Lexington's brand image, and built with local materi-
als.

Branding and Potential

The park should be branded with a recognizable name
that is reflective of its long linear shape, its location on
Vine St, and its image as the 'one common thread' tying
together downtown, and different economic and ethnic
groups.  For these reasons, perhaps "The Vine" is an
appropriate name for this project. This name leads to a
multitude of sub-branding opportunities (Art on The Vine;
Music on The Vine; Farmer's Marker on The Vine, etc)
throughout the year, and is relevant to many types of
groups and activities.

The linear park would be 60 feet wide in some places,
and narrower in others.  Due to the enormous distance
between buildings across Vine Street (150 feet, as com-

pared to 90 feet on a typical city street), there is ample room to accommodate two-way
traffic, on street parking, and sidewalks.

The specific design of the park has not been discussed in detail, nor is it appropriate at
this early stage in the process.  Rather, multiple design options have briefly been
reviewed and are included later in this report.  At present, it is far more important to
agree on a broad concept, than on specific design elements.  

It is important, however, to agree upon the general scale and scope of the project.  Will
this space serve as a memorable icon or something less?  The Opera House in Sydney,
Australia provides a great example of an iconic image.  When the city of Sydney chose
to build a new opera house, rather than simply building an "opera house," they built an
"iconic image" that is typically the first thing one pictures when thinking of Sydney.  We
should look at the opportunities for this linear park in the same way.

This new greenspace improves quality

of life by providing all residents a

place to walk, jog, bike, eat, and just

"be" downtown.  It provides a sense

of place, lowers traffic speeds and

makes Vine Street more pedestrian

friendly.  

The park is also a major economic

development tool.  It will encourage

the development of mixed use pro-

jects (retail, restaurants and resi-

dential) along Vine Street, and also

makes Lexington a more appealing

place to visit.  The result is

increased property, sales, tourism

and occupational tax revenues.  



3 BENEFITS & RATIONALE

Quality of Life

Establishing a usable urban greenspace improves quality of life for all residents by pro-
viding a place to walk, jog, bike, eat, and just "be" downtown.  It gives a sense of
place, lowers traffic speeds and creates an attractive, more pedestrian friendly, urban
environment. It also offers a central location for the city to begin displaying public art.
Other potential benefits include a healthier city due to increased physical fitness oppor-
tunities and an improved environment.

The proposed park would also be a major economic development tool, encouraging the
development of mixed-use projects with retail, restaurants and residential components
along Vine Street, and making Lexington a more appealing place to visit. The result is
increased property value, sales, tourism, and occupational tax revenues.

A study by the Brookings Institute points out, "In fact, successful downtown turn-
arounds have shown that for every $1 of public investment, there will be $10 to $15 of
private money invested."

This concept also provides the one "shared vision" that can jump-start the rebirth of
downtown.  It is not divisive along party lines, and everyone in the private and public
sectors, and at the local, state, and federal government levels can agree that this
improves our city's quality of life.  As Congressman Ben Chandler said "A linear park is
certainly something all Lexingtonians can be proud of.  It will attract more people to
Lexington and the downtown area, which will be very beneficial to all residents and
existing businesses.  It will also greatly improve our quality of life. Downtown Lexington
is very important to me."

Preserving the Past

The concept also protects our main
existing brand image … horse farms.
Since this project will likely lead to
increased density in the urban core,
it would reduce pressure on city
leaders to greatly expand the urban
service boundary area. As a result, it
helps limit sprawl and increased sub-
urban traffic.

Although this concept does not nec-
essarily recommend returning the
Town Branch to the surface, it does recommend including water features that are repre-
sentative of the Town Branch.  It also recommends including the long running and suc-
cessful Farmer's Market.

Finally, the concept is historically accurate.  It takes us back to a time when Vine Street
was referred to as "The Commons," the Town Branch was an open canal, and this area
was a major congregating place for citizens.

Investing in the Future

Through the years, Vine Street has changed many times.  After its early days as "The
Commons," the Vine Street area became an industrial corridor, with mills and factories
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“The Commons”
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located next to the Town Branch.  With the arrival of the railroad, this area became an
important transportation link for the city.  The Town Branch began to be covered over
during this period. By the late 1800's, land uses in the area shifted from manufacturing
to wholesale and transportation related establishments.  By the early part of the 20th
century, extensive storm water management projects had been implemented in this cor-
ridor.  The area began a decline as it lost its importance for transportation with the
departure of the railroad and its associated land uses.  Extensive urban renewal
schemes in the 1960's led to wholesale demolition of buildings and the creation of a one
way Vine Street with three to four travel lanes, which emphasized cars and traffic while
de-emphasizing "people and places."

The importance of this story is that Vine Street has changed many times through the
years, and the transformation was not always focused on "people and places." We have
the opportunity to add one more facelift to Vine Street, one that includes greenspace,
ties together downtown Lexington's two existing major parks, and compliments
Lexington's existing Greenways Master Plan as well as plans for the Town Branch Trail.
With this project we have the opportunity to improve quality of life for all of Lexington's
citizens, as well as increase economic development opportunities for our city.  Such an
opportunity occurs only once in a generation, and we must make the most of it.

Vine Street, 2002

Vine Street, 1965

Vine street
has changed
much over the
years, as
these 
photos show.
photos courtesy of
Helm Roberts
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4 BENCHMARKS
Many other cities have successfully used downtown greenspace, linear park and water
feature projects as economic development tools.  As a result they have seen vast
improvements in quality of life, tax revenues and economic development.

In light of their successes, the task force felt strongly that these cities should be studied
at length.  In many cases, task force members paid their own travel expenses to meet
with key leaders.  From this research we have highlighted for each city: the moment
when they recognized the problem, their reaction to that revelation, the steps they took
make improvements, and the results they achieved.

OKLAHOMA CITY, OK

The Moment
Oklahoma City leaders failed to recruit a United Airlines maintenance facility, even with
offers of very generous tax incentives.  The reason United Airlines gave for not moving
to Oklahoma City?  It would be very difficult to recruit
employees to live in Oklahoma City, due to the perceived
poor quality of life there.  Even though the cost of living
was significantly lower than the national average, the city
was not perceived as having amenities for residents.

The Reaction
Oklahoma City leaders undertook a massive effort to add
amenities to their downtown.  They completely eliminated
one major downtown street and turned it into a mile long
linear park that includes a canal, water taxis, a walking path, plus new retail and
restaurants.  

Additionally, Oklahoma City has added a minor league
baseball stadium, a new basketball arena, a new public
library, and several new parks to their downtown.

How They Did It
Oklahoma City created a temporary 1% local sales tax to
raise money for capital improvement projects in the
downtown area.  This program is called MAPS.  They
raised $40 million for the new linear park, and a total of
$500 million was raised for other downtown projects.  

When the tax needed to be extended for an additional six
months, 72% of voters voted in favor of the tax.  In fact, the program was so success-
ful, that a MAPS II program was later created.  These funds went toward improving
every single building in the Oklahoma City public school system.

The Results

· To date, more than $1 billion of private investment has taken place in the down-
town area

· Ranked 4th in the country for "Best Business Climate" by Forbes Magazine

· Ranked 8th in the country for "America's Hottest Cities" by Expansion
Management

· Ranked as a "5 Star Metro" (highest ranking possible) for "Percentage of
Knowledge Based Workers" by Expansion Management.  This ranking looks at
human capital (ie- workforce), educational institutions, and R&D spending.
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PROVIDENCE, RI

The Moment

Downtown Providence was dying.  The downtown area was cut in half by railroad tracks.
A natural river flowing through town was long neglected and polluted.  Vacancy rates

were high.  Tax receipts were declining, and the local
government was embroiled in turmoil.

The Reaction

Providence re-routed the river, turning it into a pic-
turesque linear park.  The river became a canal with jog-
ging paths on each side, and a large amphitheater for
community events like "WaterFire" was also added.  The
railroad tracks were also buried, eliminating the barrier
that separated downtown into two halves, and making
the area more pedestrian friendly.

How They Did It

77% of the money came from federal funds (the State Capitol is in downtown
Providence).  $50 million was spent on their linear park, and the total for all downtown
projects was approximately $500 million.

The Results

· To date, nearly $2 billion of private investment has taken place in the
downtown area

· Many new corporate headquarters have relocated to downtown Providence

· They have attracted a new Westin Hotel and regional shopping center

· Providence is ranked highly in creativity and quality of life surveys

· A $59 million annual city budget deficit has turned into a surplus
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BOULDER, CO

The Moment

Boulder citizens and city leaders agreed that they did not
want "Denver type sprawl."

The Reaction

Boulder leaders "brought greenspace into the city" by
adding 13 miles of bike paths along a river that runs
through downtown.  They also closed one of downtown's
major streets to create a pedestrian mall.  This basically
extended the "linear park feel" of the bike paths into the
heart of Boulder's retail district.  

How They Did It

The Colorado state constitution allows for local option sales tax programs to be voted
on by citizens of municipalities.  In 1967, the citizens of Boulder voted to increase the
local sales tax in order to fund the nation's first Purchase of Development Rights
Program.  This success led to the creation of the of projects listed above, all receiving
funding, at least in part, by the dedicated local sales tax revenues. 

The Results

· Ranked #1 in the country for "Best Cities for
Relocating Families" according to Employee
Relocation Council and Primacy Relocation

· Ranked as a "5 Star Metro" (highest ranking pos-
sible) for "Percentage of Knowledge Based
Workers" by Expansion Management.  This rank-
ing looks at human capital (ie- workforce), edu-
cational institutions, and R&D spending.

· 35% of downtown workers walk or bike to work

· Quality of life is considered so strong that Boulder
is successfully recruiting high tech companies
away from Silicon Valley.

· Annual city budget surpluses
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GREENVILLE, SC

The Moment

Downtown Greenville was in a state of steady decline.
The core of downtown was too isolated from surrounding
neighborhoods due to a large, wide thoroughfare (see
photo).  Greenville city leaders also had a desire to
reclaim their waterfront, a river and waterfall in the heart
of downtown that was blocked by this same wide thor-
oughfare. They followed this vision:  "a thriving
Downtown which is recognized nationally as an example
of a 'state-of-the-art' community in which to live, work,
and play...which serves in itself as a national attraction."

The Reaction

Greenville's reaction was aggressive and multi-faceted.
They planned and built a five block long Main Street
makeover, that added trees, pocket-parks, two-way street
traffic and head-in parking that has created a wonderful
pedestrian environment. They also eliminated one of the
downtown's largest vehicular arteries, and maximized
pedestrian and bike access to Falls Park, along the banks
of the river.  In place of the thoroughfare, they created
Liberty Bridge, a pedestrian only bridge designed to max-
imize views of the river, and Falls Park.  Liberty Bridge
creates an aerial amphitheater for pedestrians to enjoy
spectacular views of the falls, while subtle lighting in the
bridge's hand rails gives the bridge a glowing effect.
Visitors truly feel as if they are floating over the park.

How They Did It

The $13 million project was built with a combination of
the City of Greenville Hospitality Tax and private dona-
tions.  Operating expenses are paid for via an annual
allocation from the hospitality tax, and a $3 million
endowment has been created from private donations.
This endowment will be managed by a 501c3 organiza-
tion.

The Results

· Ranked 2nd in the country for "Most Economical Cities
to do Business" by Competitive Alternatives

· Downtown Greenville now is home to more than 200
annual events

· A healthy economy- gross metro product is growing at
5.4% annually

· 2003 Great American Main Street Award winner
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DETROIT, MI

The Moment

Realizing that the core city was vital to the success of the
region as a whole, and understanding that this core was
far too auto dominated, Detroit city leaders had a desire
to reclaim downtown for people.  This is a major para-
digm shift for the Motor City, a city built almost entirely
on the production of automobiles.  

The Reaction

Campus Martius Park was created.  This park had been
lost in the 1960's, as the city's downtown was revamped
to accommodate increased vehicular traffic.  City plan-
ners later realized this was a mistake.  

One of the most remarkable things about Campus
Martius Park is how city leaders entirely re-routed several
major downtown streets.  They completely disrupted the
existing traffic flow in order to place greater emphasis on
creating a place for people, and to ensure the comfort of
pedestrians.

How They Did It

Mayor Dennis Archer supported creating a pedestrian
friendly city.  "We had his support over the objection of
transportation people who erroneously believed that you
could not change traffic patterns.  They always have all
these studies and standards about why rearranging
streets can't be done.  But the Mayor's office was solid
and we got it done."

Campus Martius Park is the result of a public/private sec-
tor partnership between the City of Detroit and the
Detroit 300 Conservancy. 

The Results

· The creation of Campus Martius Park was one of
the key selling amenities that enabled Detroit to
host the 2006 Super Bowl.

· The park "has been an economic catalyst for the
development of downtown Detroit, and we proba-
bly could say that many of the new buildings and
the new things that are taking place in Detroit
are there because of the fact that the park
exists," said Edsel Ford II.
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INDIANAPOLIS, IN

The Moment

Mayor Baxter states, "The whole frame is whether we want to be a 'car' downtown or a
'pedestrian' downtown.  I see a city more for children than motor vehicles.  A city of
sidewalks, pedestrian streets, bicycle paths and parks rather than a city of wide streets
and busy highways."

The Reaction

The Indianapolis Downtown Cultural Trail is a planned pedestrian
and bicycle path that would thread through downtown, connect
the six Indianapolis Cultural Districts, engage the many cultural
resources of the regional center and provide a central hub for the
nationally acclaimed Indianapolis Greenway trail system. The
Cultural Trail concept supports the Indianapolis Cultural
Development Commission's goal to make Indianapolis a world-
class cultural destination.

It is an iconic, bold project that will place Indianapolis in our
nation's consciousness as a dynamic city and change how the

world perceives Indianapolis. This image is key for
attracting talent and sustaining a thriving community in
the 21st century.

How They Did It

The Cultural Trail is estimated to cost between $36 and
$42 million. Funding for the project will come from the
federal government and private donations.

The Results

· Ranked 5th in the country for "America's Hottest
Cities" by Expansion Management

· This October, members of the Oklahoma City
Chamber of Commerce are packing their bags and
coming to study Indianapolis because of "downtown
development, revitalization of the core of the city,
your ability to develop downtown housing, the Circle
Centre retail mall, and the canal system."
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CINCINNATI, OH

The Moment

Cincinnati leaders felt that their city center was becoming "dreary," and was hurting
their marketing image with both young professionals and tourists.

The Reaction

They determined that a $42 million upgrade of Fountain
Square was necessary to provide a new "heart" for their
city center. The revitalized square will include gathering
and performance spaces, an ice rink, and large outdoor
video screens for broadcasting sporting and other events.  

How They Did It

The city realized that public investment was necessary to
leverage increased private development.  Therefore, the
city provided a $4 million cash grant to get the project
started, and the remaining $38 million was paid for with bonds issued by the city.  Debt
on the bonds will be serviced by revenue from an on site parking garage.

The Results

· The city expects to receive $72 million in private investment as a direct result of
their $4 million cash grant ($18 in private investment for every $1 of public
investment; very similar to the Brookings Institute study referenced earlier in
this report)

· Ranked in the top 10 nationally for Fortune 500 companies per million residents

· Ranked 6th in the country for "Top Metros for New & Expanded Facilities" by
Site Selection Magazine

· Ranked one of the top 10 "Cities That Rock" by Esquire Magazine
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5 DESIGN OPTIONS
As mentioned, the specific design of the park has not yet been discussed in detail, nor
is it appropriate at this early stage.  Rather, multiple design options have been briefly
reviewed and are included in this section.  At this stage, it is far more important to
agree on a broad concept and the general scope and scale of the project than on specif-
ic design elements, which will come from a collaborative effort that includes an outside
consultant and all key Lexington stakeholders.

This section of the report contains many broad design concepts from several sources,
including: the consultants creating Lexington's new downtown master plan, Bluegrass
Tomorrow, the University of Kentucky Landscape Architecture Department, and the
Town Branch Trail, Inc. organization.  The creative process used by the Downtown
Development Authority and others to generate these concepts has already included
more than a dozen meetings attended by more than 1,000 Lexington citizens over a
period of eighteen months. 

Several of the dozens of possible designs researched to date.



6 FUNDING POSSIBILITIES
As the earlier "Benchmark" section details, there are a variety of funding mechanisms
available for these projects.  In some cases, federal funds are used.  For example, 77%
of Providence, RI funding came from the federal level.  In other cases, local dedicated
taxes were created, as was the case in Oklahoma City and Boulder.  Some cities have
used a temporary local sales tax.  Other cities have created temporary tourism taxes
(hotel tax, car rental tax, etc).  

Additionally, naming rights for certain park amenities are usually created, in order to
encourage corporate and individual donations, thus increasing the sense of "ownership"
that the community feels for their park.  

In the case of Millennium Park in Chicago, all "hard" infrastructure (new sewer lines,
electricity, parking structures, etc) were paid for from the public sector, while all "park
amenities" were paid for by the private sector.  Additionally, private and public funds
were never commingled.  Rather, they were kept in separate accounts. This forward
thinking approach allowed Chicago to avoid any "You can't spend $2 million of tax
money on a water fountain" controversies.

Based on our research from other cities, we have identified the following possible fund-
ing sources:

Local Level: Car rental tax 

Revenue Estimate: Based on data from the Division of Revenue which estimates local
car rental revenue to be $22.7 million, it is estimated that a 3% local car rental tax
would generate approximately $861,000 in annual revenue.  This $861,000 in annual
revenue would support debt service on a $10 - $12 million twenty-year bond issue. 

History: 

State statute (KRS 68.200) allows an urban county government to impose a three per-
cent (3%) license fee on the gross vehicle rentals of thirty days or less.  The revenues
collected from this fee must be used for economic development activities.  In 1996,
Lexington imposed a car rental fee to fund an economic development project.  At the
time it was estimated that the fee would generate $600,000 in annual revenue.
However, the fee was repealed after only six months due to lower than expected collec-
tions because of a loophole allowed by the state statute.  

Per state law the fee applies only to retailers who receive more than seventy-five per-
cent (75%) of their gross revenues from vehicle rentals.  This was intended to exempt
car sales businesses that have incidental car rentals as part of their service operations.
However, several of the largest local car rental companies sell their aging vehicles and
therefore receive a large portion of their total revenues from car sales. They conse-
quently claimed an exemption from collecting the fee and this created a competitive
disadvantage for the other car rental companies.  As a result, the fee was rescinded.  

A minor modification to the statute clarifying that the car sales exemption does not
apply if the sales revenue is from the sale of cars in a rental fleet would correct this
inequity and provide for revenues to provide some funding for this project.  To date no
change in the statute has been proposed.

Likelihood of Success:  High

We have precedent for this tax in that it existed previously.  We also know how the
wording needs to be revised to close the existing loophole, as described above.  In
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order to prevent car dealerships from paying this tax, but also ensure that car rental
companies do pay this tax, it should be rewritten to read something like "exempts those
who have a majority of their revenue from car sales, provided that this sales revenue is
not from the sale of vehicles in a rental car fleet."

Additionally, Senator Seum is introducing Senate Bill 214 which amends the car rental
tax statute to allow proceeds of the tax to be used for construction projects.  Previously
the proceeds of this tax could only be used for tourism or economic development,
although it is likely that the linear park would also qualify as an economic development
project.  Finally, if desirable, it is possible to include a sunset provision for this tax, stat-
ing that the tax would disappear once the bonds used for the linear park have been
retired.

Local Level:  Downtown Management District

Funding for construction or even for long term maintenance could be accomplished
through the creation of a management district that would allow the property owners
along Vine Street to finance such a project over an extended period of time.  The
LFUCG would finance the project with a bond, and the entire project or a portion of the
project would paid for by the property owners.  The Urban County Council is currently
reviewing such language that has been furnished to them by the Lexington Downtown
Development Authority.  One drawback to this option could be the fact that this Park
would have regional-level impact while maintenance of the park would be funded solely
by the adjacent property owners. 

State Level:  Local sales tax

Revenue Estimate: Based on 2002 economic census data showing 2002 Fayette County
retail sales of $3.33 billion (excluding food and beverage stores and gas stations), it is
estimated that a 1% local sales tax would generate at least $33 million in annual rev-
enue.  

This $33 million in annual revenue would support debt service on $400 to $450 million
worth of bonds.  However, it is unlikely that a local government would choose to issue
bonds totaling this full $400 - $450 million amount.  

History:

Although many cities around the country have a local sales tax, and most states allow a
local sales tax, there is no history in Kentucky.  The State Constitution currently pro-
hibits local municipalities from creating a local sales tax.  The State Constitution would
need to be amended to allow a local sales tax.

Likelihood of Success: Unknown

State and Federal Opportunities

The majority of the money for the Vine Street project should not be expected from
Congressional Earmarks.  The uncertainty of being able to receive these in the future
would be a barrier to moving this project forward if the community were to depend
solely on these earmarks. 

However, the Vine Street project is eligible for federal transportation funding from a
number of categories such as National Highway System, Surface Transportation
Program, CMAQ, and Transportation Enhancement.  There are at least nine state and
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federal transportation funding categories that the Vine Street Project would qualify for
as well Community Development Block Grants. However, given the current funding
shortfalls of the current the Kentucky Transportation Cabinet's Six Year Highway
Program (KYTC), it is unknown whether or not Vine Street would become a major priori-
ty in the next 10 years.

For this project to be considered by the KYTC for funding a substantial local investment
is needed.  Therefore, the car rental tax mentioned above is very important.  These tax
dollars could be leveraged to receive more funding from the federal level.

Additionally, existing dedicated highway funding coming to the Lexington Metropolitan
Planning Organization (STP-LEX funds) could be leveraged by other innovative financing
methods which would allow repayment of bonds secured with these STP-LEX funds.
This needs KYTC and Federal Highway Administration approval.

Grant Opportunities

The EPA Smart Growth Funding Resource Guide and the Renaissance Kentucky Resource
Guide both identify numerous public and private grant opportunities.  There are numer-
ous opportunities for health related, livable community grants for which this project will
qualify.

LFUCG should explore creating relationships with a cadre of on-call consultant grant
writers who could work on "as needed" basis to prepare grants for the Vine Street pro-
ject and other local projects.  Grant writing is an "art" for which professionals are need-
ed with a proven track record of being able to write with sophistication, clarity, and the
necessary "jargon" for grant requests to be successful. Existing LFUCG staff is too busy
to prepare and successfully pursue grant applications on a large scale and from a vari-
ety of sources.  Therefore, grant writing should not be a collateral duty assigned to
those in LFUCG who are already too busy.  The hiring of on-call grant writers would be
an economical way of bringing new funding into the community and this project.

Private Funding

Many of the benchmark projects studied have a private funding component. Private
funding cannot only be used to cover gaps in government and grant funds, but can also
leverage those funds in the beginning. The use of private funds also presents an oppor-
tunity when a more streamlined approval and construction process is needed.  For
example, in order to expedite the completion of Chicago's Millennium Park, private
funds were raised to create the park's amenities without the usual bureaucratic wran-
gling over aesthetics and procedure.  Finally, the use of private funds, ranging from
small donations, naming opportunities, and corporate sponsorships invites true "buy-in"
to a project by the larger community. 



7 POTENTIAL OBSTACLES & SOLUTIONS
The task force has created a comprehensive list of potential obstacles, based on input
from private citizens and the LFUCG.  Although none of these obstacles present a rea-
son to abandon the project, it is important to identify them early in the process, so that
they can be addressed in a timely manner.

These potential obstacles can be grouped into the following main categories:

1. Traffic

2. Funding

3. Timing

4. Decision-Making Structure/Planning Process

5. Tactical Issues/Other

1. Traffic

The task force felt that the number one objection to creation of a linear park along Vine
Street would be the currently unknown impact on traffic.  Rather than guess as to what
extent that traffic would be negatively impacted, if at all, the task force felt that a cru-
cial next step would be to build on the traffic study being currently performed for the
Downtown Development Authority.  This study would be done concurrently with concep-
tual design for the park. 

2. Funding

An initial objection centered on the city's ability to fund such a project.  To that end, the
task force aggressively studied other cities that have completed or undertaken such
projects and found several successful models that could be emulated with the proper
level of commitment by public and private leadership.

3. Timing

The task force is aware that there may be concern as to the feasibility of creating a lin-
ear park by the opening of the World Equestrian Games in 2010.  In order to address
this, the group is recommending a phased approach where at least a manageable por-
tion may be created by that date.  The immediate next step of the task force work
would be to review conceptual designs and the detailed traffic study before making a
firm commitment to that date, but the operating assumption will be that it is possible.

4. Decision-Making Structure & Planning Process

The task force listed a confused command structure as being a possible impediment to
completion of the linear park.  For example, would this fall under Parks and Recreation
or Streets and Roads or Downtown Development Authority? Yet Lexington, as well as
the benchmark cities, offer many examples of creative partnerships in creating these
types of development projects.

5. Tactical & Other Issues

Several detailed tactical issues would need to be addressed prior to moving forward
with construction of the linear park.  For example, the location and extent of utilities,
long-term maintenance and operation, safety, and park activity programming were all
issues that the task force agreed would need resolution prior to moving into construc-
tion phase.
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8 Media Coverage To Date
The idea of a linear park on Vine Street has received significant media coverage since
mid-2005.  All articles have been positive and no negative feedback has been received,
as shown by the following examples:

· Herald-Leader article dated 8/30/05

· Herald-Leader article dated 9/3/05

· Business Lexington article dated 9/9/05

· Keeneland Magazine article dated Fall 2005

· Nougat Magazine, Fall 2005

· GTV-3 Broadcast of 8/2005 presentation to LFUCG City Council's Planning
Committee

· Multiple radio broadcasts/interviews



9 RECOMMENDATIONS & NEXT STEPS
Based on our research, the LFUCG Vine Street Linear Park Task Force recommends that
the Mayor, Council, and CAO should implement a comprehensive LFUCG strategic plan-
ning process, as outlined below:

1) LFUCG and the business community should actively work together to further devel-
op this concept.

2) LFUCG should implement a formal conceptual design process

· Conduct national search for an outside consultant

· Include neighborhood associations, downtown merchants and property owners
in planning process 

· Conceptual design to begin by end of 2006, and to be completed by June, 2007

3) LFUCG and the business community should work together to secure funding from
one or more of the sources identified in this report.

4) A detailed Vine Street traffic study, built upon traffic study completed for the
Lexington DDA's downtown master plan, to be completed and implemented by
March, 2007.

5) Project should be built in two phases:

· Phase I (Triangle Park to Limestone) should be completed by opening of 2010
World Equestrian Games

· No construction is to be allowed to take place during the World Equestrian
Games 

· Phase II (Limestone to Thoroughbred Park) to begin after completion of World
Equestrian Games

6) LFUCG should procure the "on-call" services of professional grant writers to sup-
plement current staff efforts in applying for available public and private grant fund-
ing.  This would increase the opportunities for applications and should improve the
success rate. 

7) The linear Vine Street Park should be implemented with a combination of public
funding and significant private funding.  

8) Keep this task force intact through completion of project.
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